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Small, but powerful: How impurities affect grain boundary
segregation
Latest results of MPIE scientists published in Nature Communications
Iron (Fe) is known and utilized by mankind since thousands of years, but until now, we
know very little about the local chemistry at the interfaces separating different
crystallites, so-called grain boundaries. Beyond that, how different solute species
interact remains elusive. What happens when two or more elements diffuse to the grain
boundary and segregate there? How do they interact with each other and how will they
influence the interfacial properties? Ali Ahmadian, researcher in the department
Structure and Nano-/Micromechanics of Materials headed by Prof. Dehm at the MaxPlanck-Institut für Eisenforschung (MPIE), and his colleagues analysed the underlying
processes of co-segregation effects in bcc-iron grain boundaries. They focussed on
the effects of carbon and boron, which are typical impurities present in nearly all
technologically relevant materials, and published their latest results in the journal
Nature Communications.
Impurities could be the reason for failure of grain boundaries
The researcher team combined scanning transmission electron microscopy, energy
dispersive spectroscopy and atom probe tomography to observe the atomic structure
and local composition of the ∑5 (310) [001] grain boundary. They correlated their
experimental observations with first-principle density functional theory calculations
performed by partners at the Materials Center Leoben (Austria) to elucidate the
underlying segregation mechanisms. “We found out that the atoms arrange
themselves in form of a kite-type motif at the grain boundary, which repeats itself along
the interface. Surprisingly, our experiments regarding the composition of the grain
boundary suggested that aluminium is depleted instead of enriched – that was quite
the opposite of previous theoretical studies.”, explains Ahmadian. The scientists
observed and simulated how carbon and boron impurities segregated to the grain
boundary and repelled aluminium. “Our findings could offer a new perspective into why
grain boundaries fail in certain materials or may even provide pathways to mitigate the
segregation of detrimental elements to prevent failure. With our modelling tools at hand
we may in the future even make predictions on grain boundary segregation and
interface properties to guide material design routes. This is absolutely necessary for
the development of high-performance materials.”, says Dr. Christian Liebscher, head
of the group “Advanced Transmission Electron Microscopy” where Ahmadian works in.
Future research on zinc impurities
The MPIE scientists and their colleagues are now aiming to apply their results to more
complex material systems. A special focus lies on zinc, which is responsible for liquid
metal embrittlement leading to catastrophic material failure in many iron-based alloys
and steels. The ultimate goal is to find alloying or processing concepts that mitigate
the effect of zinc on grain boundaries.
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Fig. 1: The image reveals a kite-type structural arrangement of the atoms at the ∑5 (310) [001]
grain boundary. Image taken from Nature Communications 12 (2021) 6008.

Fig. 2: Correlative atom probe tomography – transmission electron microscopy experiments
reveal the enrichment of boron (B) and carbon (C), but a depletion of aluminium (Al). These

results are contradictory to previous theoretical studies. Image taken from Nature
Communications 12 (2021) 6008.

The international team of the Max-Planck-Institut für Eisenforschung conducts advanced basic materials research for the fields of
mobility, energy, infrastructure, medicine and digitalisation. The focus lies on nanostructured metallic materials as well as
semiconductors, which are analysed down to their atomic and electronic scales. This enables the MPIE team to develop new,
tailor-made structural and functional materials embracing their synthesis and processing, characterization and properties, as well
as their response in engineering components exposed to real operating environments.
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